Solution Providers
For members

Our network of Solution Providers helps with the fast and accurate implementation of GS1 standards.

Looking for an expert to help you implement GS1 standards quickly and accurately? From barcode labelling to data warehousing, our extensive network of Solution Providers is here to help.

Why use a GS1 Solution Provider?
Make your supply chain work as effectively as possible. Leverage the expertise of the GS1 network of Solution Providers.

Our network of Solution Providers has thorough knowledge of our systems, and all share our vision of delivering tangible supply chain benefits to GS1 members and industry groups.

They can add benefit to your business through:
• Fast and accurate implementation of GS1 standards in your supply chain
• Value-added tools and resources to complement and enhance the GS1 system
• Access to the latest information on supply chain products and services
• Ongoing support to help you continue to innovate and extend your supply chain efficiencies

Solution Provider Directory
Find supply chain solutions from our Alliance Partners:
www.gs1au.org/what-we-do/solution-providers/find-a-solution-provider/

“The Solution Provider Program helped us find a service provider to introduce a stock control solution for our manufacturing process, while also bringing us in line with new global labelling standards.”

Greg Feldman
Director
Le Serge Leather Goods

You can access products and services including:
• Barcode printers and labels
• Software and applications
• Scanning hardware
• Mobility products
• Data management
• EDI enablement
• Solutions consulting
• Warehouse, transport and logistics services
• Photography services
• RFID related solutions
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Strategic Alliances and Partners

Business Alliance Partners

Associate Alliance Partners

• 4Technology
• Aglive
• Ascention
• B2BE
• Barcode Australia
• Barcodes4u
• Barcoding & Data Collection Systems
• BCDS Group
• BlueParrott
• CFI Global - DENSO
• Datalogic
• Escavox
• Existco
• FHX
• FreshChain Systems
• Freshtrack Systems
• GAP Solutions
• Gravotech
• Hitachi ABB Power Grids
• iFood Decision Sciences
• iTrazo TraceTech
• Label Power
• Laava ID
• Leopard Systems
• Meat Messaging
• Nichol Industries
• Omron
• Origins Trace
• Peacock Bros.
• PSQR
• Pulse Logistics
• Ramp
• Riot Insight
• SATO
• Scandit
• SICK
• Skywire
• SmartFreight
• Squizz.com
• Tie Up Farming
• Trust Codes
• Trust Provenance
• Unique Micro Design
• Videojet Technologies
• Wedderburn
• Zebra

For more information

Peter Davenport - Manager, Alliances
T +61 438 289 552  E Peter.Davenport@gs1au.org

Caterina Slade - Marketing Program Manager
E caterina.slade@gs1au.org
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